
 

 

 

 

 

Embrace your Past 

A TG story by Alloner 

  



The warm summer breeze whispered through the city streets, carrying a sense of anticipation. The 

bustling metropolis of towering buildings and bustling crowds seemed to hold its breath, aware 

that something extraordinary was about to unfold. It was a day of celebration, of love and promises, 

but also a day tinged with the weight of past choices. 

Gerald Norris, a successful stockbroker known for his towering height and undeniable 

confidence, stood at the precipice of a new chapter in his life. The man of ambition and charm had 

found love in the arms of Yukiko, a captivating Japanese singer whose voice had the power to 

transport listeners to another realm. As the sun cast its golden glow upon the city, Gerald felt a 

mixture of excitement and nervousness. Today was the day he would finally marry the woman of 

his dreams, and the thought of it brought a smile to his face. However, little did he know that the 

ghosts of his past were gathering, silently plotting their revenge. 

 Natasha, a woman scorned by Gerald's past actions, had waited patiently, nursing her wounds and 

nurturing her anger, biding her time for the perfect moment to strike back. Natasha was no ordinary 

woman; she possessed a hidden power, a connection to the mystical forces that lay dormant within 

her. Natasha had discovered Gerald's betrayal years ago when he abandoned her at the altar, the 

pain and humiliation she had endured fueled her determination to make him pay. Now, as she 

watched the city preparing for the wedding, her resolve hardened. She would ensure that Gerald 

would taste the bitter fruits of regret. 

In the depths of her being, Natasha tapped into the wellspring of her magic, summoning ancient 

forces to aid her cause. She crafted a spell, one that would alter Gerald's very essence, transforming 

him into a vision of beauty that would be his undoing. As the hours ticked away, Natasha made 

her move. With an air of calculated vengeance, she approached Gerald, her presence a harbinger 

of the storm to come. His initial dismissal and arrogance only fueled her determination. This was 

her moment, the moment to exact retribution for the pain he had inflicted. 

The spell was cast, invisible tendrils of magic weaving their way into the fabric of Gerald's being. 

It began subtly, like a whisper in the wind, as the transformation took hold. Gerald's world would 

soon be shattered, his reality forever changed. The stage was set for a tale of metamorphosis and 

revenge, where the lines between love and betrayal blurred, and where the consequences of past 

actions would come crashing down upon him. 



And so, as the city braced itself for a joyous celebration, a different kind of story was about to 

unfold. The wheels of fate were set in motion, and the transformation of Gerald Norris was about 

to begin. 

However, as the saying goes, time heals all wounds. While the pain of betrayal remained hot within 

Natasha’s heart, something inside her convinced her that even Gerald deserved a chance, an 

opportunity to show that they were both ready to let go and move on. But as Natasha offered him 

a chance to apologize for his past behavior, right there, in front the altar, Gerald, blinded by his 

arrogance and disregard for Natasha's feelings, responded with condescension and rudeness. 

Enraged by Gerald's dismissive attitude, Natasha decided to take her revenge to a whole 

new level.  As the spell took hold, Gerald's clothing started to grow baggier and baggier as his 

body started to melt under the grasp of the magic. His muscles shrank, his broad shoulders 

narrowed, and his stature diminished. His hair grew longer and lustrous, cascading down in silky 

strands. His facial features transformed, acquiring delicate and feminine contours, while his voice 

took on a more melodic and gentle tone. His chest swelled, forming a pair of shapely, ample breasts. 

His waist narrowed, accentuating his newfound curves and giving him an unmistakably feminine 

figure. His once-masculine features softened further, revealing a radiant beauty that contrasts with 

his former self. Throughout the transformation, Gerald was both bewildered and terrified. He 

struggled to comprehend the changes unfolding before him, desperately trying to resist the altering 

reality. But Natasha's spell was relentless, its power too strong to overcome. Gerald's body 

continued to transform, molding him into the image of a gorgeous woman. As the transformation 

neared its completion, the last vestiges of Gerald's former self were overshadowed by the 

emergence of his new persona.  

Satisfied with her revenge, Natasha watched as the transformed Gerald, now a stunning 

Japanese woman, stumbled in confusion. The vengeful woman took her leave, allowing the 

bewildered woman to navigate her new existence. 

Who is to say however, what could happen next, for revenge never fades, just passed on… 


